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The Confederation in Dark Times! On the eve of the civil war, the Confederation has attacked the Sol System. Space explorers
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are beginning to discover traces of a vanished empire—an empire whose crumbling technology has left enigmatic ruins strewn
across the surfaces of seven planets. But the devastation of war is not the only thing that disturbs the balance of galactic order.
A mysterious cosmic anomaly known as the Dark Interval has begun to swallow up nearby stars. Within the Dark Interval, a
powerful new force has arisen, bringing with it vast new territories and wealth. While the Confederation and its allies fight for
their very survival, a new hero must emerge to save the galaxy. Featuring classic action role-playing experience with a deep
story and compelling narrative campaign. Space Combat Rules: Engage the competition! Stay fast and furious in Dark Zero
with smart combat rules that incorporate real-time space combat! Use a combination of lasers, missiles, and charged shots to
take your opponents down! Create formations to maximize your strength on the battlefield. Space Combat Ranks and Rewards:
Boost your rank to earn special abilities, customize your weapons, and customize your loadouts. Earn rank by engaging the
enemies. Equipment: Upgrade your ship and armor. Pick up upgrades to improve your armor and weapons. Upgrade the
materials in your inventory. Equip the newest weapons and armor in your inventory. Travel through the galaxy and meet many
interesting people, including other heroes and villains! Help the Confederation keep the peace on Earth and beyond! The
Confederation has been attacked, leaving a swath of devastation across the Sol System. A corrupt ruling regime has been
established and a new government is rising. The Confederation must train an army to repel the invasion, but they have lost
countless of their soldiers. The Confederation must make peace with this new power before it is too late. Working with several
other major powers, they must find the source of the new power and stop it before it spreads. Help turn the tide of the war by
strengthening the battle lines! Take control of seven unique factions and negotiate peace with the hostile factions to secure the
Sol System.“Countries are not moved by kindness or restrained by charity alone. They are brought to heel by fear.” ~ Mikhail
Gorbachev A new set of national best-practice 82157476af
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